
WRITE AN EDITORIAL TO AN UNDERGROUND INDIAN NEWSPAPER

HIMALAYA

Writing in a June issue of Current Science, K. S. Valdiya, The Indian subcontinent is part of a tectonic plate that is
moving News, views and information about science, technology and the developing world Predicting Earthquakes From
Underground 'Ultrasounds' (VIDEO) EDITOR'S PICK.

The day started like any other, but at a. Underground cathedral As a tributary of the Jhelum River, the Neelum
theoretically falls into Pakistan's sphere, which launched the Neelum-Jhelum power plant project a quarter of a
century ago to counter the legal, but competing Kishanganga project in Indian Kashmir. Snow coats the
Cascade Range in the United States. Most of the gains registered by the States were due to their restoration of
surface water bodies, watershed development activities and rural water supply provision. A quake in the
western Himalayas in may have been as large as magnitude 8. Understanding the scope of possible disasters
helps society to better prepare for such events, the team says. At the confluence of the Neelum and Jhelum, the
gigantic underground cathedral of concrete and steel is near completion - the four generators are in place,
waiting for the transformers and the network to be connected. More than 6, Pakistani and Chinese workers
busy themselves in the 28km of underground tunnels or in the power station itself, buried under metres of rock
in the heart of the Himalayas. The results of that work are slated to be published in the coming weeks in a
Geological Society Special Publication on Himalayan tectonics. The rivalry on the Neelum is underlined by
both countries' unquenchable need for freshwater, as their surging populations and developing economies
continue to stress already diminished waters tables. But it is plausible that two regions could let go in tandem,
creating an even bigger quake. Also, the moot questions are: what will happen if there is no water to supply?
View Images Rubble surrounds one of the oldest temple complexes after the devastating earthquake in
Kathmandu, Nepal. Another aspect is the treatment and reuse of wastewater. Bendick was a coauthor on a
study in Quaternary International that approached the question from a historical perspective. For now,
however, these studies all serve as a call to action. Each jerky advance causes earthquakes of varying intensity.
Tension in the crust builds like stretching the band back. Related News. But past GPS work suggests that slow
release can't account for all the energy building in the Himalaya. Share via E-Mail An earthquake similar to
one that struck the Himalayas five centuries ago could kill almost , people in the region today, most of them in
India. Gatherers also noted that they now have to travel further away from their villages to collect the plants.
Beyond the technical bickering, Islamabad is especially afraid of India cutting into its precious water supplies
during strategic agricultural seasons that are key to feeding the country's million residents. The model also
emphasizes the importance of the fault's twists and turns in driving this cycle, Avouac explains. Numerous
landslides careened down the rugged terrainâ€”and a deadly avalanche swept down Mount Everest.
Himalayan populations remain intensely vulnerable to seismic events. Water and blood Pakistan has filed
cases at the World Bank against India and the Neelum dam, which it says will unfairly restrict the amount of
water headed downstream. Of course, it's extremely unlikely the reservoirs would all trigger at once, and
earthquakes large enough to trigger any releases are rare. This indicates that there is a clear disconnect
between water, society and economy. We are valuing land more than water, neglecting our local water bodies,
which have either gone dry or encroached. Traders, who buy the plants in sacks from villagers, reported that it
moves through a well-established illegal network to Tibet.


